
We all have to learn how to live and eating spaghetti is an important part of that
process. This piece depicts that dangerous process being learnt in the safe
environment of a bath. Parmesan from one tap, sauce from the other. How

sensible. Those of you who are familiar with our museum will know this piece. The Paul
Spooner original has been faithfully reproduced by the 14 Ball Toy Co. (Paul Spooner and
Matthew Smith).

The man leans forward, raises the fork of spaghetti to his mouth and does a fair
simulation of eating. Parmesan and sauce appears to run from the taps. It measures
around 25cms high, 20cms wide and 6.5cms deep. Price is £845-50. A first edition of 30
will be available in mid-November. Please contact us now if you want to reserve one.
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14B 19cm £72-50

Camel Simulator How to Swim
14B 16cm £154-50

Press-up Anubis

KN/SS 16cm £27-50

Golden Eagle

KN/SS 25cm £209-50

Brassy Mermaid

The Honeymoon Bed
14B 13cm £79-90

The Flying Pig
KN/SS  24cm £45-95

This is our regular stock. The
Automata is handmade and
hand painted in very small
quantities and most of it is
not available anywhere else.
The stock is changing all the
time so please check
availability and postage
prices before ordering.
Ordering information is on
the back page.

14B 10cm £65-95

AUTOMATA



SS 14cm £34-95

Peeing Dog
Angry Couple

 SS  20cm £54-50

SS 18cm £39-95

The Artist Fishy Stories
 JL/SS  15cm £67-50

Captured Heart Kicking Ladies
 PM/SS 19cm £75-30

KN/SS 26cm £179-35

Icarus Flies Undone

 Designer / Maker:

 Height

 Price

Automata Key:

14B = Paul Spooner /
Matt Smith

KN = Keith Newstead
PM = Peter Markey
SS = Sue Stolpe
JL = John Lumbus

KN/SS 17cm £26-75

Beating Heart

KN/SS 17cm £37-50



Cat Watching Bird £1.30 

Surfing Dog £2-30 Flying Pig £2-30 

Scarecrow £1-20 

Kissing Couple £1-50 

Moving Heads £2-20 
(makes 1 of 3 designs)

Cranky Man £2-50 

Pushing up the Daisies £2-10  

Dog £1-30 

Newspaper Man £2-10 

Cut-outs and Books Difficulty Key:   - Easy  - Hardd - Medium

Cut-outs available online at www.cabaret.co.uk

http://www.cabaret.co.uk/acatalog/


Wave Machine £1-50 

Anubis £2-50  

Olympic Runner £1-50 
Smuggling Dog £2-30 

Hungry T-rex £1-25 

Cheetah £1-25 

Snake in a Box £1-20 

Cut-outs and Books Difficulty Key:   - Easy  - Hardd - Medium

Chewing Cow £1-20 

Mr Face £1-20 very 

Printed card sheets to cut-
out and assemble yourself.
Hours of suffering and cut
fingers. A good way to learn
mechanical principles and
impress your friends.

Chewing Sheep £1-20 

CUT-OUTS
CARD



WOODEN KITS

Copy Cats £15.50

All the wooden kits are exclusive
to CMT and you can see most of
them working at our web site.
Most people find these easier to
make than the card kits
because the parts are already
cut out. You can also have fun
with your own colour
schemes.

Angry Cat £15-50 WOODEN
KITS

Kits available online at www.cabaret.co.uk

Mental Floss £16-50

Flying Dragon £16-50

Bone Ranger £16-50

Cat Attack £16-50

http://www.cabaret.co.uk/acatalog/


B O O K S
Cabaret Mechanical Movement (£9-99) is packed with
diagrams, information and useful tips on making your
own automata. If you still don’t know what a cam is, then
this book is for you. 124 A5 pages with over 200 black
and white illustrations.
Paper Automata (£4-95) by Rob Ives. Four designs - the
Hopping Sheep, the Pecking Hen, the Flying Fish and the
Motley Man. Just add scissors and glue. 

Red Roger - Beast of the Seas (£4-95) by Paul Spooner.
Beautifully illustrated children’s story with card cut-out
parrot to make. 

Camel Simulator £23-50Witch £15.50

more WOODEN KITS

Clickety-clack £16.50



ORDERING INFORMATION
Get in touch for more details, availability and news of other things for sale. Prices include
VAT but not post and packing. Overseas orders outside the E.C. are exempt from VAT
(17.5%). If you cannot come in then phone, write or email to find out how much money we
need. Card cut-outs, Kits, Books and Videos, can be bought at our web shop.

Payment is accepted in UK Pounds only. We accept Visa, Mastercard, Switch, AmEx,
Diners and JCB.

Our phone number is 0171 379-7961. (International +44 171 379-7961). 24-hour fax: 0171
497-5445 (Int. +44 171 497-5445). E-mail: barecat@cabaret.co.uk. On the fax, we need the
card holder’s signature and address, card number and expiry date. Please note that we will
only charge credit cards when the goods are sent. Any orders which include unavailable
items will be held until the complete order can be sent unless we are instructed otherwise.
We are open from 10am (11am on Sunday) until 6.30pm every day.

Cabaret Mechanical Theatre
33/34 The Market, Covent Garden

LONDON WC2E 8RE

http://www.cabaret.co.uk/

V I D E O S

Three VHS tapes which bring the wonderful world of CMT alive on your television. Add £2
for NTSC format (USA / Japan).
How to Make Automata (£12-99 42 mins) Learn with Keith Newstead the mechanisms and
some of the methods involved in making automata.
Cabaret Mechanical Video (£14-99 43 mins) A video catalogue of the CMT collection.
Includes interviews with the artists in their workshops, some of their other machines  and
mechanical explanations.
Made in Stithians (£9-99 34 mins) An amusing and inspiring portrait of Paul Spooner at
work as he attempts to make a new machine in one day.

© Cabaret Mechanical Theatre 1999 Front photo by Heini Schneebeli

http://www.cabaret.co.uk/
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